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(from https://arxiv.org/abs/1203.5613v2)
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Time-frequency maps of six examples of glitches. Glitch families are identifiable by their unique timefrequency morphology. The first plot shows a 50 Hz power-line glitch also detected by the
magnetometers. The second map shows a series of glitches caused by scattered light induced by seismic
activity. The third glitch is caused by a thermal compensation system (TCS) instability. The fourth plot
presents an airplane event with a clear Doppler effect. The fifth event is due to a glitch in the laser
stabilization loop. The last glitch with an undefined shape is due to a seismic event up-converted to higher
frequencies.

Different sources create different signals: here are three examples of gravitational-wave
signals from different types of inspiraling binary systems: the red signal comes from a
system of two black holes of mass 10M ⊙ and 5M ⊙ that are not spinning.
The green signal is for black holes with the same masses, but now with each of the two
components spinning.
The blue signal comes from a system of two neutron stars each with mass equal to
1.4M ⊙, which aren't spinning.

Noise in the detector: here the actual data from the detector is shown in gray. The noise
is much louder than the expected signals in red, green and blue (from the previous
figure, superimposed on the gray noise signal).
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From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured
ombination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
þ0.004
M⊙ . From the union of 90% credible
M ¼ 1.188−0.002
tervals obtained using different waveform models (see
ec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
73 and 3.29 M⊙ . The individual masses are in the broad
nge of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙ , due to correlations between their
ncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
avitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
NS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compoents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M ⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
eneral have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01 #
04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
naries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
an the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to meaure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
eir compactness, but the results presented here do not
xclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
uark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
he detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electroagnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
led out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
ynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
naries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
ack holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
as composed of two neutron stars.

GW170817: Gravitational
Waves from a Binary Neutron
Star Inspiral
(PRL 119, 161101 (2017) )

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGOHanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.

II. DATA
At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the

Simulated supernova signal
(from arXiv:1801.01914v3)
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Programma di lavoro preliminare relativo alla partecipazione
all'analisi dati di Virgo (da definire)
•

partecipazione ai test della pipeline coherent WaveBurst (cWB) nella versione che
sarà rilasciata per le analisi delle osservazioni del run O3

•

partecipazione alla rotazione degli esperti della ricerca di transienti durante il run
O3 (da gennaio 2019) (?)

•

sviluppo di metodi di stima delle caratteristiche dei segnali transienti di onde
gravitazionali utilizzando ipotesi minimali e selezione di modelli di emissione della
sorgente (parecchi science cases specifici, ad es. stato di polarizzazione dell'onda,
sue caratteristiche tempo-frequenza, consistenza dell'emissione da buchi neri con
General Relativity, stima emissione quadrupolare e di ordine superiore, ..)

•

studio della correlazione del rumore di Virgo con canali ausiliari di monitoraggio
dell'interferometro e dei disturbi ambientali, finalizzato alla cancellazione parziale
del rumore in ampiezza dell'onda gravitazionale
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Nessuna richiesta di risorse di sezione
Richieste finanziarie: solo missioni
2 keuro (missioni Milotti , Padova + Trento, 10 missioni costo medio 200 euro/missione)
2 keuro (missioni Milotti partecipazione run O3, 4 missioni costo medio 500
euro/missione)
3 keuro (missioni Ansoldi e Talamini, Torino?, Milano BI? 6 missioni costo medio 500
euro/missione)
3 keuro (riunioni di collaborazione principalmente missioni a Cascina, durata > 1 giorno,
6 missioni costo medio 500 euro/missione)
Totale 10 keuro

